Abstract. The uniqueness of a limit cycle for a predator-prey system is proved in this paper. The method used is an improvement of the method used earlier by Cheng.
1. Introduction. Stability analysis for a nontrivial periodic solution of ordinary differential equations is very rare and difficult to obtain even in a two-dimensional system. One well-known example is the Lienard equation, in particular, the Van der Pol equation. See Hartman 16] and Hirsch and Smale [7] for details. For biological predator-prey systems, Hsu, Hubbell, and Waltman [8] , [9] considered the following competing-predators system: where Xi(t) is the population of the ith predator at time t; $(t) is the population of the prey at time t; mi is the maximum growth rate of the ith predator; Di is the death rate of the ith predator; y is the yield factor of the ith predator feeding on the prey; and ai is the half-saturation constant of the ith predator, which is the prey density at which the functional response of the predator is half maximal. The parameters r and K are the intrinsic rate of increase and the carrying capacity for the prey population, respectively. Hsu, Hubbell, and Waltman analyzed solutions of this system and found that the behavior of solutions depends mainly on the two-dimensional system: (2) (t) rS(t)(l_S____)) _()(x(t)S(t)] 
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The isocline 2 =0, i.e., the curve y x 3-x, is symmetric with respect to the origin.
This fact is important in the analysis of (3). For the system (2), the isocline =0 is the curve (4) x r(y/m)(1 S K)(a + S).
This curve is part of a parabola and hence is also symmetric with respect to the line S (K-a)/2. The proof of Cheng [2] uses this symmetry property in an essential way. From the point of view of perturbation theory, there is no reason to believe that some symmetry properties are indispensable for a stable limit cycle. In this respect, if we can devise a proof that is valid for a more general "nonsymmetric" system, even if it is only a slight generalization, we will feel comfortable with it.
The purpose of this paper is to improve our method used in [2] to prove the uniqueness of a limit cycle for a more general predator-prey system without the symmetry properties of the isocline. At the end of our proof, we also close a gap in the original proof given in [2] .
2. The equations and statements of the main result. We will consider the following predator-prey system:
:-x(f(x)-y), (5) f y(g(x)-h ), x(0) Xo > 0, y(0) Yo > 0, A > 0. Note that if g(x)=x and f(x)=(1-x/K)(a+x), then the system (5) is essentially equivalent to the system (2) up to some irrelevant constants. Our general assumptions about f(x) and g(x) are:
(ii) fe C([0, co)), f(0) =>0, and there exists K>0 such that f(K) =0 and (x-K)f(x)<O for x K. There exists an a, 0<a<K, such that f'(x)>0 for 0<x<a, f'(a) =0 and f'(x) <0 for a<x.
(iii) g(x*)= ,, y* =f(x*), and 0 < x* < a.
(iv) (d/dx)(xf'(x))/(g(x)-A))<O for x <x* and x> )*, where )* =f-of(x*) and f fl(o,,,), f=fl(,.).
The phase plane of (5) under assumptions (i)-(iv) is roughly as shown in Fig. 1 . We consider only the case x* < a. In the case a < x* < K, the equilibrium point (x*, y*) is locally asymptotically stable. We refer to Cheng, Hsu, and Lin [3] for global stability analysis. 
Thus if (a ,t is reasonably large, we can allow e to be reasonably large and the isocline y=F(x)+eH(x) can be quite unsymmetric with respect to the line x a.
Our main result follows. THEOREM 1. Under the assumptions (i)-(iv), (5) posseses a unique limit cycle which is globally stable.
3. Proof of Theorem 1. We need some lemmas.
LEMMA 1. The solutions x(t), y(t) of (5) are positive and bounded. LEMMA 2. The unique interior equilibrium point (x*, y*) of (5) is a source. LEMMA 3. Let F be a nontrivial closed orbit of (2) . Then F c {(x, y): 0 < x < K, 0 < y}. Let L, R, H, and J be the leftmost, rightmost, highest, and lowest points of F, respectively. Then L {(x, y)" 0 < x < x*, y =f(x)}, R e {(x, y): x* < x < K, y =f(x)}, Ue{(x,y)'x=x*,y>y*}, J {(x, y)" x x*, 0 < y < y*}. Before we state and prove our next lemma, we define a transformation T from (0, a) x (0, m) to (a, K) x (0, m),
where fl and f2 are the restriction of f on (0, a) and (a,K), respectively. From assumption (ii), it is easy to see that T is a one-to-one transformation. Now, we can state our main lemmas.
LEMMA 4. Let F be a nontrivial closed orbit of (5 Furthermore, let P'= (x, y)= T-(P) and Q'= (x_, y)= T-(Q). Then T(x,y)=(u,v).
But since f(u) < 0 and (f[-1)'(f2(u)) > 0, we have O(x,,,,,,y)
Hence, we have from (17)
From (18) y'(g(x')-A) (32) (24)-(28).
From (31) and (32) we have dy)
'-
From the assumption (iv) and (30), we have
for all x < x (hence x' < x). 
xf(x_) "f(x)-y" (5) 
dx= I , ,
We parametrize the arc AQ of F by (x, y2(x)), where
Combining (47) and (48), we obtain (50) x(t)f'(x(t))) dt (IQ,A+IA<) (x(t)f'(x(t))) dt < O" Next we parametrize arc BP' of F by (x, y3(x)) and arc PB by (x, y4(x)). Then 
Combining (51) and (52) we obtain (53) Ll={(x,y).x=x
We parametrize the arc P'LQ' by (hl(y),y) and let the domain bounded by the arc P'LQ', L and L1 be denoted by D1. Then we have (54)
dy (by assumption (iv)). [2] , we use the line segment P'Q' instead. Hadeler pointed out to us that P'Q' may intersect the orbit F [5] . This is the gap (in [2] ) mentioned in the Introduction.
